
IPCO British Champions Day at Ascot on
October 20 saw Silvestre de Sousa crowned
Champion Jockey for the third time, following
his successes in 2015 and 2017. Silvestre was a

very worthy winner of the title; his work ethic, his
willingness to travel and his sheer strength in the saddle set
him apart from many of his peers. Horses run for him, and
he gives every ride his full effort. 

Taking nothing away from Silvestre’s achievement, I
can’t help thinking that it’s high time the duration of the
jockeys’ championship was revised so that it runs
throughout the calendar year. It was interesting to see the
‘Monday Jury’ responses in the Racing Post (October 29) to
the question posed: Is it time for the jockeys’ title to once
again embrace the entire turf season?

Jockey Rob Hornby favours the status quo. ‘When it
finishes on Champions Day it’s such a spectacle,’ he argues.
PJ McDonald disagrees, however. “I’d run it from grass to
grass, Doncaster to Doncaster,” he maintains. Andrew
Griffiths, a Betfred odds compiler, reckons it was a shame
when the present system was adopted. “However,” he
noted, “there’s little doubt it was incredibly gruelling for
jockeys and, from a welfare perspective, it would be a
backward step to revert to the previous format.”

I don’t buy the welfare argument. Like the rest of the
working world, jockeys should be able to plan and take
breaks when it suits them. 

I don’t see modern racehorse trainers as the equivalent of
Victorian mill owners, and while it may involve some

inconvenience in making other riding arrangements to
accommodate holidays for jockeys, surely all trainers
would see the sense in putting up riders who are fit and
properly rested on their horses.

Trainer Marcus Tregoning points out that it is wrong to
exclude the Craven meeting and the Group 1 Futurity from
the jockeys’ title.  I wholeheartedly agree with him, but it
fell to broadcaster Nick Luck to give what must surely be
the most sensible answer of all. In case any of you missed
it, here is his response in full.

“The all-weather has become so significant,” argued
Nick, “that if you’re going to extend the jockeys’ title you
need to encompass every race run during the calendar year.
Just to have it through the turf season would be no more
adequate than the current system. You’re essentially saying
that the winner of a Class 6 in July is more significant than
the winner of one in December.” Well said, Nick, though I
would point out that, had he wanted to labour the point, he
could equally have mentioned November, January, February
and March in his final sentence.

ET the top jockeys ride abroad if they want; it will
be for them to determine whether the benefits they
accrue from doing so are worth stacking against

their chances of winning the British title. It is simply wrong
to hold the championship over an artificial time period so as
not to inconvenience the globetrotters; the jockeys’ title
ought to be an inspiration ‘for the many, not the few’, if
you’ll pardon my expression! 

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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LL good things come to an end, and I was sorry to
read that Luca Cumani has decided to give up his
trainer’s licence after 43 years of excellence. His

has been a tremendous career, and he has been fortunate
enough to win two Derbies with High-Rise and Kahyasi.

One of my favourite horses of all time was trained by
Luca, and I’ve not heard her name mentioned in too many
of the tributes which have been paid to the Master of
Bedford Lodge. I was lucky enough to have been at
Musselburgh in May 1992 when Only Royale made her
debut in a fillies’ maiden over a mile of the East Lothian
track.

Showing her inexperience, the daughter of Caerleon

started slowly, something not to be recommended on
Musselburgh’s tight track. Showing sheer class, she
recovered quickly and went on to win as she liked, in the
hands of Jimmy Fortune.  From that point on I followed her
progress carefully.  She went on to win nine races including
consecutive renewals of the Yorkshire Oaks, and I was
fortunate enough to see her run in two Arcs. In 1993, she
was beaten into fifth (just two and a half lengths adrift of
the winner) by a stellar foursome – Urban Sea, White
Muzzle, Opera House and Intrepidity. Great memories!

I’m sure all at Kingsley Park wish Luca Cumani
continued success in his new role at Fittocks Stud.
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F you look at the jockey statistics for this year for a
certain Liverpudlian jockey, you’ll see that,
numerically, he has enjoyed his best-ever season,

easily eclipsing his previous best of 83, which he achieved
both in 2015 and again in 2017.

Franny Norton is riding at the height of his powers,

showing the benefit of all the hard work and effort he has
put in and the advice he has received on diet and nutrition
from George Wilson and his team at John Moores
University in Liverpool.

Whisper it, but a certain round number may well be
within reach!
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